MICRO-V® HORIZON™ – Multi-Ribbed Belt

ACCESSORY BELT DRIVE SYSTEM

MICRO-V® HORIZON™

The All-New Micro-V® Horizon™
The Most Advanced Belt Ever Made
Accessory belts are crucial to the function of modern cars. You need to be
confident that yours is the best on the market. Designed to run silently,
with greater stability and unparalleled flexibility, the Micro-V® Horizon™
belt is the OE and aftermarket choice.
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MICRO-V® HORIZON™

Designed to be the best
At Gates we have been producing top-quality automotive products
for over 100 years. Our history of excellence is demonstrated by the
satisfaction of our customers and our leadership in the industry.
This is why the world’s largest car manufacturers rely on our
innovation and superior engineering to give them the automotive
products they need.
The all-new Micro-V® Horizon™ is our most advanced piece of
engineering yet and the most advanced multi-ribbed belt ever
made, consistently outperforming all competitors.
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Silent running

Excellent flexibility
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Fibre-loaded compound damps possible misalignment noise
Optimal profile offers smooth belt-to-pulley contact

The low belt profile offers increased belt stability and reduced slip
Tensile cords from polyester prevent elongation
Ideal for smaller pulleys and shorter span lengths now found in
the more powerful and compact engines
Resistant to flex fatigue

Fibre-reinforced EPDM compound guarantees optimum performance
under high/low temperatures
EPDM is highly effective against pilling, oil drops and ozone
High wear resistant back fabric
Polyester tensile cords for high load-carrying capacity at high tensions
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MICRO-V® HORIZON™

Gates: selling peace of mind
When you purchase a premium product like the Micro-V® Horizon™,
you know you’re making an investment in quality. By fitting a
Micro-V® Horizon™ belt by Gates, you’re giving your customers
peace of mind for the future.
To provide this peace of mind, we back up our complete and
technically innovative product range with a dedicated after-sales
programme comprising up-to-date cataloguing, tools, technical
documents and training, as well as comprehensive troubleshooting
guides.
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The importance of a quality replacement
No-one knows more about belts than Gates. So, with so much relying on the
accessory belt drive system, ensure your customers have safe and trouble-free
motoring with the best belt in the industry.
High under-bonnet temperatures plus constant flexing ultimately mean that
accessory belts need to be replaced. In order to help your customers avoid
unexpected part failure, check the accessory belt drive system regularly and
replace the multi-ribbed belt with a Micro-V® Horizon™ if it is more than
four years old or after 100,000 kilometres of service.
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MICRO-V® HORIZON™

A SUPPLIER YOU CAN TRUST
As well as multi-ribbed belts, belt drive components have a limited
life too. The wear of these components can affect the belt and,
subsequently, the overall system performance.
Gates provides a complete line of belt drive system products for
passenger cars, light-duty commercial vehicles, buses and tractors.
We supply belt tensioner units, idler pulleys, torsional vibration dampers
and overrunning alternator pulleys.
We have chosen to complement this broad range of replacement
products with professional tools that offer mechanics all they need
for a thorough system overhaul.
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Micro-V® Kits
Everything you need for a complete system overhaul in a single
package including all application-specific multi-ribbed belts
and metal components

DriveAlign® Tensioners and Idlers
An extensive range of application-specific tensioners and idlers
that offer a precise fit for a wide array of vehicle models

DriveAlign® Overrunning Alternator Pulleys
A full range of OE equivalent parts to ensure continued
belt performance

DriveAlign® Torsional Vibration Dampers
Absorb engine vibrations and lengthen the lifetime of the
other components

ABDS tools
All necessary specialist tooling for safe and correct installation
and maintenance of belt drive systems
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MICRO-V® HORIZON™

WITH YOU EVERY STEP OF THE WAY
SUPERIOR CATALOGUING
Gates offers a better market coverage than any other automotive
market player. Our specialised application research team ensures
that we have the widest range of products and the most recent
data for virtually every car in the world.
TRAINING EXCELLENCE
Car mechanics aim to keep their customers satisfied and
eliminate costly comebacks. To do this they need more than just
quality products and specialist tools.
Our technical team develops training initiatives and technical
service concepts to help mechanics with new technology and
complex drive problems. In addition, our face-to-face seminars
give course participants the chance to interact with an experienced
Gates automotive specialist who can often resolve technical
problems on the spot.
TECHNICAL BULLETINS
Gates’ Technical Bulletins provide information on critical drives or
any other issue which could cause a problem with the belt drive
system. The Technical Bulletins tackle specific belt drive system
problems and contain troubleshooting instructions to help prevent
installation errors. The Technical Bulletins are freely available from
the Gates website and in the Gates web catalogue.
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CONFIDENCE IN EXCELLENCE
At Gates we know our Micro-V® Horizon™ belt is the best in the business.
We truly believe in the quality of our products and their effectiveness
at boosting in-car performance. The Micro-V® Horizon™ is quiet,
efficient and offers optimum performance on every car.
In addition to excellence in product design, we also take our
environmental responsibilities seriously – with an on-going duty
to manage each resource and material with the utmost care.
We work tirelessly to bring fresh thinking, engineering know-how and
sustainable products and solutions to our customers not just today,
but for every tomorrow.
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